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role of

I, Is a for fo
of ^^^__

Comments:
This question to canvass a greater role for local government in
such as local services, education, law enforcement

In our view, these considerations are somewhat without
in the constitutional of government a funding for
government that would allow participation in growth

In this direction the current of to
be fully properly funded.

2. fee
and

Comments:
The "one size fits all" approach to local government by of
government is often inappropriate. It should not Just be assumed a
council-is it is necessarily resourced has capacity, its

may still outweigh its capacity for income
city-based councils have a great variation in to
can fund non-core activity. It may be in for

of councils ROCs) to work together in of to
certain of their operations and reduce

3. Is 0 In for to flie of
councils?

Comments:
The major to the long-term viability of councils is to the

compression of funding opportunities with a
burden. This is primarily a of

than any inherent structural deficiencies of the LGA's
Whilst a review may be any such review should be the
intent of reinforcing the community of interest and should look at the
of critical mass to sustainability.
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of

4 Is o

Comments:
The answer to this question is yes. This is In the

is demonstrated In our supplementary submission.
It remains an ongoing problem with State Government in particular continuing to
introduce new legislation that imposes complex requirements to be that

time and on to key fe g DA with no
acknowledgement of the cost burden imposed.

5, Are to

Comments;
Essentially the answer to this question Is no due to a fack of genuine
and engagement. There Is no partnering, simply Imposition.

The recent change whereby 'Parking' officers changed from to Local
Government employment can be as a partially successful The

and nature of the negotiations not be as a
for the future.

6, the a to

Comments;
By future financial arrangements to the the

fully participating in a tripartite on Future the
of government.

The Commonwealth should consider opportunities for the of
government
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7. be to In
Income?

Comments:
1. Remove rate pegging and include a capacity for local government to

impose non-property based taxes and levies ego betterment tax and/or
an environmental levy.

2, Guarantee local government a share of GST and National Competition
Policy payments as in other States

3. the opportunity for local government to participate in the revenue
generated locally from stamp duties and land

4, Review the current status of non-rateable land with a view to increasing
the revenue base.

ojreljgiTrnerjfjgxn of O prqcfteg?

Comments;
The definition of betterment tax needs to have an agreed meaning.
A betterment tax will only work in a non rate-pegging regime and as of a
suite of non-property taxes that take into account each focal councils
specific
Under the current legislation a betterment tax would result in the recMrection of
the rating burden and not necessarily increase revenue.
There may be an opportunity to expand mechanisms for developer funded
infrastructure provisions 'up front1 as developments take place,
A betterment tax would allow major infrastructure works to be completed as
soon as sufficient funds have raised. Contributions made under Sect94 only
provide for infrastructure, which can be attributed to an in population.
A tax would be applied to ail residents through the rating system.

9. In fhe and
of be

Comments:
Through a tripartite financial agreement of 4 to 5 years duration the

of government.
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Comments:
Under the current arrangements the answer is no however if rate were
removed this could be reconsidered.

IJ, Is to fhe flte
for
In flie

Comments:
Yes. The current formula is acceptable the quantum is the problem. In NSW the
Inclusion of GST and NCR payments would assist. Consideration could be
given to the abolition of State Grants Commissions would up
funds for distribution.

12, ffte a pf
o 0it

f so, ffifs fee

Comments:
this would be done via the tripartite agreement on that we
mentioned earlier.
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13. ffi« fo enfionce focal
fo - for

Comments:
Immediate assistance could be provided through the removal of

the direction of a proportion of GST to this if this
then councils with greater capacity to

from participation in FAGs,

There to be a suite of revenue raising options available to councils as
What may suit say, WIHoughby, may be to in

QutrindL Removing pegging in where the capacity of the to
increased may not be of any assistance at all.

Infrastructure levies, sharing in GST/NCP, shares of Land and Fuel etc all
to be considered.

14. to

Comments:
our answer above.

15. ffte for

Comments:
in NSW, by removing the restrictions imposed through rate An

could be to relax rate to the of the
component now being reported Jn financial to the

Department of Local Government. In the longer term, by the
of pegging and by enabling local government to in
generated property taxes) stamp duties and land faxes). Further, the
State benefits from the of land for development they could
necessary infrastructure up front
There to be an acknowledgement of work already by
councils in any discussion on this.

a review of the status of non-rateable land.
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16. Info on ore ffie
for In

Comments:
The Commonwealth could confirm and integrate
within a framework it could underpin this through of

such as urban transport and like infrastructure.

17* On be to o
ffte

of as a
_ _ ^_ _

Comments:
In NSW to a harmonization of ROC Plan First
should then be a minimum guaranteed level of funding of the
from and/or sources to that Functions of
planning and inter government regional cooperation are fulfilled.
then be provision for 'top up1 funding from member councils for
purposes for the region.
Should such funding be provided by State/Federal governments It be

for realistic of time, It should not be on a yearly
should not be on a progressively diminishing basis,

significantly undermine confidence in such an
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for

18, an ffie In cr to
flie

Comments;
We suggest the following areas for consideration:

Environmental management waste management, planning, fire protection,
recreation, community safety, emergency management, road safety,
telecommunications infrastructure and other works by government authorities
and corporations, flood mitigation, e-government service delivery and library
resource provisions.

If, Is on
If not ftow be

Comments:
The use or otherwise of 'best practice" by other spheres of government in
dealing with local government appears to be more a matter of expedience
than knowledge or information. Therefore the "business rules" of the relationships
involved are more important than exhortations to apply "best practice".

20. flie for AusUnk be
^ __^

Comments:
The answer to this depends on which part of the AusUnk proposal is to. If
is the part of AusUnk paper that could be read to Indicate that cost of part of
the land transport function be transferred from the Commonwealth to Local
Government the answer is clearly no. For more information on this to
the Joint NSROC,SSROC,WSROC submission on the AusUnk Discussion
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21. for be on o
If so, are the for o

Comments:
Yes. Immediate assistance could be achieved by direction of a of
GST revenue to fund local government Infrastructure. In the

on sound should be part of a new era of
the spheres of government.

22. soil of 1$ to an

are In and should form the of
to interact with the two of

23. of In
for on rote In f/ie of

Comments:
In yes.
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